Effects of surfactant characteristics on drug availability from suppositories.
The addition of surfactants to suppository formulations is referred to in the scientific literature, but their effects on drug availability remain uncertain. Surfactants are reported to improve drug dispersion into hard fatty excipients, to increase the spreading of the melted suppository on the rectal mucosa leading to a greater contact surface, to reduce the viscosity of the molten mass and to reduce the pathway of drug particles to the interface. In the present study a systematic investigation based on tensiometric and rheological methods was carried out to evaluate the effects of nonionic surfactants with different HLBs (hydrophilic-lipophilic-balance) on drug availability and to clarify the possible mechanisms involved in the release process. The relationship between the melted suppositories and a membrane simulating the rectal barrier were investigated in the course of the in vitro release test by measuring their energy characteristics. At the same time, the potential influences of such interactions on drug release were investigated in suppositories formulated with different kinds and concentrations of surfactant additives. Drug availability was influenced not only by the interaction between the suppository and the rectal membrane but also by the interaction between surfactant, lipophilic excipient and suspended drug particles. Such interactions appear to greatly influence drug release from suppositories, which, in turn, is the main parameter determining drug availability.